ACHIEVE
success with proven,

data-driven solutions
Engaging Online Practice for Student Success
Edmentum’s Study Island is a customizable K–12 assessment and practice solution built specifically
from the California Content Standards and Common Core Standards. Study Island’s high-impact,
high-value learning programs provide proven academic support through practice, immediate
feedback, and built-in remediation to improve students’ performance in core skill areas. Paired
with an intuitive, real-time data dashboard, you can easily track student progress and differentiate
instruction to continually drive student achievement.

Our practice and assessment
solution:
n Ensures that students receive quality
academic support and practice aligned to
California standards
n Provides students with immediate feedback
and question explanations
n Differentiates instruction with built-in
remediation tools to raise individual student
achievement
Did you know that because Study Island is
built from California’s Common Core State
Standards, it also supports California’s English
Language Development (ELD) Standards.
Contact us today for more information!

n Helps prepare students for more rigorous
and interactive Web-based exams
n Allows you to customize instruction based on
student needs, communicate expectations,
and create assignments

Why Study Island works
With immediate feedback and question explanations, Study Island keeps students motivated to learn
at their own pace. Teachers are able to differentiate instruction to meet the needs of each student
with built-in remediation tools to raise individual student achievement.

Interactive lessons and activities
Reinforce and reward learning achievement with
interactive lessons and activities. Whether you would
like to offer students structured independent practice
or you are looking for ways to engage large or small
groups, Study Island includes a collection of engaging
session types.

Actionable student data
Our detailed reports provide valuable data on school
activity and progress, overall student performance,
and disaggregated benchmark scores. Plus, our
teacher dashboard, Edmentum Sensei, offers data-rich
analytics, with charts, graphs, and visual cues so that
you can easily track your students’ progress and take
action in real time.

Technology-enhanced item types
Study Island has thousands of questions featuring a variety of technology-enhanced item types, including
constructed response, sequence, and hot spot. These rigorous assessment questions are designed to
promote higher-order thinking and inquiry while preparing students for more rigorous and interactive
Web-based exams.

Self-paced or
teacher-guided instruction
Students and teachers can choose their own
styles of teaching and learning. Students can work
through questions using a standard test format,
interactive game format, printable worksheets,
or a classroom response system. Alternatively,
teachers can guide students through the program,
customize instruction based on student needs,
and create assignments.
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